Personal Clean AirZone

Clear the air. We live in a world where clean air is a
precious commodity. Indoors and out, the air we breathe
contains many impurities. Surprisingly, the quality of air
indoors is often worse than that outside.
Now AirPod brings you crystal-clear air quality as never
before. This personal air purifier is so compact you can
take it with you wherever you go. Or place it wherever
space is limited. Just plug it in and create your Personal
Clean AirZone, redefining air quality to a level so pure
you can’t imagine life without it.
The sleek shape of the AirPod gives you more room to
breathe, too. There’s no visual clutter. Just clean design.
Breathe easy.

More pure air per square inch

DEFINE YOUR SPHERE OF WELL-BEING

Create your Personal Clean AirZone with the AirPod. Small enough to hold in your
hand, yet large enough to surround you by a sphere of pure air. For better air quality,
there’s the AirPod for pure performance in your personal space.
DOWN TO BARE ESSENTIALS

There’s a visible difference between the AirPod
and all other portable air purifiers. The AirPod is
stripped down, simply and with style, to its
essential components—the filter and the docking
station. So revolutionary, the design is patented.
Most air purifiers hide the filters behind
closed doors. But the AirPod gives its patented
HEPASilent™ filter—the unit’s workhorse—full
exposure. Inside the 6.3-inch square docking
station whirrs a 12V DC fan, so silent you may
wonder if your AirPod is turned on. The docking
station also houses an electrostatically-charged
ionizer and power unit.
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The newest addition to
our growing family

T H R E E - S T A G E P R O G R E S S I V E F I LT E R

Patented HEPASilent ™ filter technology captures six
times more dirt than filters in typical air purifiers. Millions
of fine polypropylene fibers effectively remove 99.97%
of all particles down to 0.1 micron in size.

E L E C T R O S TAT I C A L LY- C H A R G E D I O N I Z E R

Like its Blueair siblings, AirPod delivers more clean air at a
faster rate with less noise than any other air purifier on the

The ion brush charges the air with negative ions
without generating any ozone. The charge makes
airborne particles cling more easily to the filter media
and helps increase overall cleaning efficiency.

market. This stylish pint-sized powerhouse gives you all the
advantages of a Blueair air purifier—condensed into the
compact size of a personal air purifier.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY

Blueair air purifiers are 35 percent more energy-efficient
than standard models and cost less to run than a single
light bulb. All units meet ENERGY STAR requirements
set by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.

W H I S P E R - S I L E N T O P E R AT I O N

Sophisticated materials and precision engineering allow
Blueair to clean indoor air without the noise associated
with standard models. Air passes easily through the filter, so the fan doesn’t have to work as hard or as loud.
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Simply better in every sense

More efficient use of material, lighter weight, energy efficiency, ease of assembly and
less packaging. Every Blueair product is designed with this in mind. The AirPod is no
exception. The AirPod takes eco-friendly design to the extreme. Not only better air,
but better design packed into an easy-to-use modular system.
S O U N D E N V I R O N M E N TA L D E S I G N

» Less material. The AirPod uses approximately 60% less material than air purifiers
with comparable performance.

» Less energy. The AirPod uses 85% less energy than units with comparable
efficiency and delivers clean air at the rate 8 CADR per watt—four times the
2 CADR per watt standard recently set by ENERGY STAR.

» Less packaging. The more compact the product, the more compact the box it
comes in. The box is 50 % smaller than units with comparable performance.

» Less environmental impact. All components are 100% recyclable, including the
packaging.
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PERSONALITY PLUS

With your AirPod, you create a place to call your own. Choose a stylish filter pattern
that suits your mood or your environment. Or if the spirit moves you, design your
own. Then sit back and relax, and feel the difference in air quality. Pretty extraordinary.
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B R E AT H TA K I N G P E R F O R M A N C E

Air impurities know no boundaries, but your AirPod creates them. Purely functional
and precisely engineered, your AirPod continuously delivers astonishingly clean air—
not to take your breath away, but to finally let you breathe deeply again.
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P O R TA B L E A I R P U R I T Y

As versatile as it is compact, your AirPod easily slips into your briefcase to go to
work, into a duffle bag for life at the dorms or into an overnight bag whenever you
travel. With your AirPod, purer air quality goes wherever you do.
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Blueair believes in cleaner indoor air for everyone.
Removing air impurities down to the tiniest particle
requires a deep commitment to continuous innovation and a greener global environment. Our fresh
air solutions are not only inventive, but extremely
effective and eco-friendly. At Blueair we belive that
clean air is a human right.

